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Praděd Transmitter

3,7 km
16 km
2h
188 m
The building structure on the highest peak of the Jeseník Mountains –
Praděd (1491 m above sea level). Together with the television transmitter,
it is even the highest artificial point in the Czech Republic. The tip of the
antenna reaches a height of 1638 m and thus exceeds Sněžka. The glass
circular terrace at a height of 70 meters provides an amazing view of the
Jeseník Mountains, Králický Sněžník, Orlické hory (Orlické Mountains), the
Beskyd Mountains and Poland, and in good conditions you can see the
Malá Fatra (Lesser Fatra Mountains), the High Tatras, the Krkonoše
Mountains and even the Austrian Alps.

Shuttle bus transport
Hvězda – Ovčárna,
turning point
To visit the highest mountain of the Jeseník Mountains – Praděd, you can
use the shuttle bus service from three car parks in Karlova Studánka:
lower car park – passenger car for CZK 90 / day;
car park at Hubertus accomodation – passenger car for CZK 90 / day;
car park at Hvězda car park – passenger car for CZK 100 / day.
Note: The Hvězda car park is located above Karlova Studánka (towards Rýmařov).
It has a capacity of about 150 parking spaces and there is a bus station and Hvězda
Restaurant.

The shuttle will take you to the Ovčárna car park, turning point.
(Praděd is 3.5 km away and an asphalt road leads to it. The road is
suitable for prams and wheelchairs).
All valid connections can be found at www.IDOS.cz.
(line 885 Karlova Studánka - Malá Morávka, Ovčárna. Ticket price: approx.
CZK 22 / person).
Arrival by own car
The arrival from Hvězda to Ovčárna is also possible individually by your
car, motorbike, bus or caravan. Parking overnight is not allowed there!
Departure from Hvězda to Ovčárna is always possible in the whole
hour from 7:00 to 17:00, and it is allowed to go back to Hvězda at half
hours from 7:30 to 17:30.
It is necessary to take into account that the capacity of the Ovčárna točna
(Ovčárna turning point) car park is limited to about 40 spaces. The space
cannot be booked.
Departure is from Hvězda from the barrier, where you pay the fee
according to the price list.
PARKING OVERNIGHT IS NOT ALLOWED THERE !

Which way to
Praděd
From Karlova Studánka
This most famous route is most often used by tourists. The yellow
and blue Bílá Opava hiking trail leads from the upper car park in
Karlova Studánka. Due to the high traffic on weekends, we
recommend the yellow route for ascent and the blue route for
descent.
From Karlova Studánka it is also possible to go to Praděd along the
green tourist route.
From Kouty nad Desnou
From Kouty, where it is also possible to park, you can go to Praděd
along a blue or green hiking trail.
Following the green hiking trail, you will go along the Švýcárna Chalet.
The blue hiking trail will take you around the lower station of the
Dlouhé Stráně pumped storage power plant, through the gorge-like
Divoký důl Valley to Praděd.
From Červenohorské sedlo
From the car park there is a red hiking trail E3 – in the direction to
Malý Jezerník, Švýcárna Chalet and Praděd.
From Skřítek
From Skřítek – road house car park, where you can leave your car, it is
possible to set off along the green tourist sign to the Jelení studánka
signpost, from where a red hiking trail leads along the ridge towards
Praděd.

Which way to
Praděd
From Videlský kříž
There is a large car park, from where the yellow hiking trail continues
in the direction of Malý Děd, Švýcárna Chalet and Praděd.
From Malá Morávka
Two hiking trails go to Praděd from Karlova pod Pradědem. Blue –
Velká Kotlina (we recommend parking opposite the Pawlin ski area)
and yellow – (parking near the Myšák ski area).

From Malá Morávka follow the yellow tourist route
Length 12,7 km
Time approx. 5 hours
Elevation 921 meters

Which way to
Praděd
From Kouty nad Desnou follow the green tourist sign
Lenght 12,1 km
Time approx. 5 hours
Elevation 926 meters

From Kouty nad Desnou follow the blue tourist sign
Lenght 12,1 km
Time approx. 5 hours
Elevation 926 meters

Which way to
Praděd
From Červenohorské sedlo follow the red tourist route
Lenght 9,6 km
Time approx. 3,5 hours
Elevation 498 meters

From the Videlský kříž follow the yellow and red tourist route
Lenght 6,4 km
Time approx. 3 hours
Elevation 587 meters

Which way to
Praděd
From Karlova Studánka follow the yellow tourist route
Lenght 8,9 km
Time approx. 3-4 hours
Elevation 686 meters

From Karlova Studánka follow the blue tourist route
Lenght 8,5 km
Time approx. 3-4 hours
Elevation 685 meters

Which way to
Praděd
From Karlova Studánka follow the green tourist route
Lenght 8,4 km
Time approx. 3,5 hours
Elevation 673 meters

From Malá Morávka follow the blue tourist route
The route runs partly parallel to the Velká kotlina nature trail.
Lenght 13,9 km
Time approx. 5,5 hours
Elevation 924 meters

